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During the attack of the selected cipher, the cryptoanalyst can analyze any selected ciphertexts along with the corresponding simplicity. Its goal is to acquire a secret key or get as much information about the attacked system as possible. The attacker has the ability to force the victim (who obviously knows the secret key) to decrypt any encryption and send it
back to the result. Analyzing the selected cipher and corresponding simple text, the attacker tries to guess the secret key that was used by the victim. Selected encryption attacks are commonly used to hack systems that encrypt public keys. For example, early versions of the RSA cipher were vulnerable to such attacks. They are less often used to attack
systems protected by symmetrical ciphers. Some self-syncing flow ciphers have also been successfully attacked in this way. Adaptive ciphertext attack is a kind of selected encryption attack, during which the attacker can force the attacked system to decipher many different ciphers. This means that new ciphers are created based on previously received
responses (plaintexts). An attacker can request the decryption of many ciphers. There are quite a few practical adaptive-selected cipher-text attacks. This model is rather used to analyze the security of the system. Proof that this attack will not compromise security confirms that any realistic attack with the chosen cipher will not succeed. It is assumed that
when attacking the chosen cipher, the attacker has a way to trick someone who knows the secret key, decipher arbitrary blocks of messages and tell him the result. An attacker can choose some arbitrary nonsense as an encrypted message and ask to see (usually) the various nonsense he deciphers and he can do so several times. The availability of this
feature obviously already allows the attacker to read the intercepted message, as he can simply ask that it be deciphered. But in this attack, his goal is more ambitious: he wants to remove the secret key so that he can encrypt the messages himself, as well as continue decrypting after his access to the things decrypted for him disappears. An attack is
successful if an attacker has a significant chance of being able to pull out a key after relatively few blocks are deciphered and not doing so much work himself that he could just as well rough enforce it. The term selected encryption attack alone says nothing about how an attacker chooses the meaningless blocks he asks to decrypt, or what calculations he
makes in order to recover the key to the answers. As a concrete example, let's assume that General A sends messages to General B using a Vigener cipher with an unknown key. Enemy way able to intercept the message and replace it with some totally random letters of his own nlLCJOVFXXHMLY. General B deciphers this and receives
AKRUWNBXKWNEYX, which is nonsense. Stunned, and not thinking that this nonsense is worth keeping secret, he takes an unguarded phone and calls General A: What the hell do you mean with AKRUWNBXKWNEYX? They changed the key without telling me? But the enemy is eavesdropping on the line and now knows that NLLCJOVFXXHMLY
deciphers AKRUWNBXKWNEYX. He can then subtract two sets of nonsense to get MATHMATHMATHMA, and now he knows the key. (In this example, it was enough for an attacker to decrypt one message to study the key. This article contains a list of general references, but it remains largely unverified because it does not have enough relevant link.
Please help improve this article by entering more accurate quotes. (January 2011) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Selected Encryption Attack (CCA) is a cryptoanalysis attack model where a cryptoanalyst can collect information by obtaining decryption of selected ciphers. From these pieces of information, the enemy may try to recover
the hidden secret key used for decryption. For formal definitions of security against attacks of the chosen cipher, see, for example: Michael Lubi and Mihir Bellare et al. Introduction A number of other secure schemes can be defeated under the attack of the chosen cipher. For example, the El Gamal crypto system is semantically secure when attacking a
simple one, but this semantic security can be trivialized when an encrypted attack is targeted. Early versions of the RSA upholstery used in the SSL protocol were vulnerable to the complex adaptive attack of the selected cipher, which revealed the SSL session keys. Selected cipher attacks have implications for some self-synchronized streams ciphers.
Attack-resistant cryptographic smart cards should be particularly aware of these attacks, as these devices can be completely under enemy control, which can release a large number of selected ciphers in an attempt to recover the hidden secret key. It was not clear at all whether public-key crypto systems could withstand a selected attack on encryption until
the initial breakthrough work of Moni Naor and Moti Yung in 1990, which offered a method of dual encryption with proof of integrity (now known as the Naor-Yung) encryption paradigm). This work has made understanding of the concept of security from the chosen cipher attack much clearer than before, and opened the research direction of building systems
with different defenses against attack variants. When a crypto system is vulnerable to attacking a selected cipher, implementers should careful to avoid situations in The enemy may be able to decipher the selected ciphers (i.e. avoid providing the oracle decryption). This can be more difficult than it looks, as even partially selected ciphers can allow subtle
attacks. In addition, there are other problems, and some crypto systems (such as RSA) use the same mechanism to sign messages and decrypt them. This allows you to use attacks when you don't know what you're signing a message. The best approach is to use a crypto system that is provably secure under the selected cipher attack, including (among
other things) RSA-OAEP, protected under random oracles-Heuristics, Cramer-Shoup, which was the first practical public key system that was secure. For symmetrical encryption schemes, it is known that authenticated encryption, which is primitive based on symmetrical encryption, provides security against selected encryption attacks, as Jonathan Katz and
Moti Young first demonstrated. The types of ciphertext attacks you've selected, like other attacks, may be adaptive or non-adaptive. In an adaptive attack with the cipher selected, the attacker can use the results of pre-deciphering to inform about the choice of ciphers. In a non-adaptive attack, the attacker selects the ciphers to decrypt without seeing any of
the simplicity received. When you see simple texts, the attacker can no longer get the decryption of additional ciphers. Lunch Attacks Specially noted option of the chosen encryption attack is lunch, midnight, or indifferent attack, in which the attacker can make an adaptive selected cipher request, but only up to a certain point, after which the attacker must
demonstrate some improved capabilities to attack the system. The term lunchtime attack refers to the idea that a user's computer, with the ability to decrypt, is available to an attacker during lunch. This form of attack was the first to be widely discussed: it is clear that if an attacker has the ability to make adaptive selected encryption requests, no encrypted
message will be secure, at least until that ability is taken away. This attack is sometimes referred to as a non-adaptive selected encryption attack; Here, unappitful refers to the fact that an attacker cannot tailor their requests in response to a call that is given after the selected query encryption has expired. Adaptive Selected-Ciphertext Attack Main article:
Adaptive Selected-Encryptive Attack A (full) adaptive selected-encrypted attack is an attack in which the ciphertexts can be selected adaptively before and after the attacker is given a call encryption, with only a caveat that the ciphertext itself cannot be called. This is a stronger concept of attack than lunchtime, and commonly referred to as the CCA2 attack,
compared to the CCA1 attack (lunchtime). Few practical attacks have this form. A A the model is important for its use in proof of security against the attacks of the chosen cipher. Proof that attacks in this model are not possible means that any realistic attack of the chosen cipher cannot be executed. The practical adaptive attack of the chosen cipher is the
Bleichenbacher attack on PKCS-1. Numerous cryptosystems have proven to be safe from adaptive attacks with a selected cipher, some of which prove this security property based only on algebraic assumptions, some of which additionally require an idealized random oracle assumption. For example, the Cramer-Shoup system is protected on the basis of
theoretic assumptions of the chis and without idealization, and after a number of subtle studies it was also found that the practical scheme of RSA-OAEP is protected according to the ASSUMPTION of RSA in an idealized random oracle model. See also Dancing on the Lip of the Volcano: Selected Cipher Attacks on Apple iMessage (Usenix 2016) Links -
Love, Michael (1996). Pseudo-homelessness and cryptographic applications. Princeton University Press. Bellare, M.; Desai, A.; Jokipii, E.; Rogaway. Specific protective processing of symmetrical encryption. Proceedings 38th Annual Symposium on the Basics of Computer Science: 394-403. Moni Naor and Moti Young, Public-key crypto systems are
provably protected from selected encryption attacks. Proceedings of the 21st annual ACM Symposium on Computing Theory: 427-437. 1990 - Jonathan Katz and Mochi Young, reluctant encryption and selected encrypted secure modes work. FSE 2000: 284-299. Cite the journal requires the magazine (help) - b Ronald Kramer and Victor Shup, Practical
Public Key Cryptosystem Provably Safe against adaptive selected attack ciphertext, in advances in cryptology - CRYPTO '98 Proceedings, Santa Barbara, California, 1998, p. 13-25. (article) - b Mihir Bellare, Anand Desai, David Pointcheval and Phillip Rogaway, Relationship between security concepts for public key encryption schemes, in advances in
cryptology -- CRYPTO '98, Santa Barbara, Cay., 549-570. D. Bleichenbacher. Selected ciphertext attacks against protocols based on the standard RSA PKCS encryption standard #1 archive 2012-02-04 on Wayback Machine. In Cryptology Achievements - CRYPTO'98, LNCS vol. 1462, pages: 1-12, 1998 - M. Bellare, P. Rogaway Optimal asymmetric
encryption - How to encrypt with RSA advanced abstract in advances in cryptology - Eurocrypt '94 Proceedings, Lecture notes in computer science Vol. 950, A. De Santis ed, Springer-Verlag, 1995. Full version (pdf) is derived from chosen ciphertext attack is based on. chosen ciphertext attack example. chosen ciphertext attack on rsa. chosen ciphertext
attack on 2048-bit rsa. chosen ciphertext attack is based on mcq. chosen ciphertext attack on rsa example. chosen ciphertext attack definition. chosen ciphertext attack aes cbc
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